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We’re Allsteel. Our products
and services turn insights
into action, and solutions into
lasting success.
Allsteel works to demystify the office planning process by helping customers align their
workplace strategy with their business strategy. With an extraordinarily accessible team
of partners and a highly adaptable portfolio of furniture and movable walls, Allsteel
addresses customers’ needs across the entire workplace – today and tomorrow.

Established
in 1912

2,000+

members worldwide

160+
dealers

HNI Corporation’s
Annual Revenue:

$1.7

A P P ROX I M AT E LY

Allsteel HQ is
located in
Muscatine, Iowa

Allsteel is part of HNI Corporation,
a leading global office furniture
manufacturer in North America
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Seating
Task

Multi-Purpose

Lounge

Acuity®

Clarity®

Parallel™

Mimeo®

Nimble®

Retreat™

Lyric™

Vicinity™

Linger™

Take-5™

Rise™

Inspire®

Scooch™

Seek®

Seating

Acuity®
Acuity features intuitive controls and AcuFit®
ergonomics, which automatically adjust to the
user as they move throughout the day.
Choose from multiple arm options and optional
upholstered jacket. Available in a range of
upholsteries and finishes. Offering includes task
and side chair.

List Price:
Contract Price:

AWM-STLNO
Mesh Back
Task Chair

AWL-STLNO
Task Chair w/
Leather Jacket

AAM-STLNO
Armless
Task Chair

ACM-MUGO
Side Chair

$1,659

$2,763

$1,531

$709

$696.78

$1,160.46

$643.02

$297.78

Mimeo®
Mimeo is light-scale and cross-functional. Its
IntelliForm™ back technology and weightactivated motion provide consistent contact as
users change postures.
Choose from multiple arm options. Available in a
range of upholsteries and finishes.

List Price:
Contract Price:

MIW-KWNO
Task Chair

MIW-KANO
Armless
Task Chair

MIS-KWNO
Task Stool

$1,201

$1,033

$1,451

$504.42

$433.86

$609.42

6 Seating

Seating

Lyric™
Lyric offers a comprehensive family of seating with a clean, streamlined aesthetic.
Choose from multiple arm options and mid- or high-back styles. Available in a range of upholsteries
and finishes. Offering includes task chair and stool, side chair, multi-purpose chairs, and large and tall
task chair.

List Price:
Contract Price:

CSW-MHHNO
Task Chair

CSS-MHHNO
Task Stool

CSC-MUGONO
Side Chair

$785

$1,068

$489

$329.70

$448.56

$205.38

7 Seating

Seating

Clarity®
Clarity offers a clean aesthetic and adaptive comfort, with a hidden motion recline mechanism.
Choose from arms or armless and optional upholstered jacket. Available in a range of mesh colors and
frame finishes. Offering includes task, guest, and lounge chair options.

C5OMFC
Task Chair

List Price:
Contract Price:

$888
$435.12
8 Seating

Nimble offers a contoured, 100% recyclable
polymer shell and stacks up to 12 high on the
floor and 36 high on optional cart.
Choose from three glide options. Available in a
range of colors.

NMBL-1FC
Stacking Chair

List Price:
Contract Price:

$210
$75.60

Vicinity™
Multi-functional chair that is lightweight and easy
to move. Stacks up to 10 high.
Available in a range of shell and leg colors.
Offering includes four-legged and sled-based
chairs, lounge chair, stools, and tables.

List Price:
Contract Price:

CSG-PGANO
Four-legged Stacking
Chair

CSL-PGANO
Sled-based
Stacking Chair

CLG-WGANO
Plywood Back
Lounge Chair

CCS-PGANO
Counter-height Stool

$357

$402

$1,407

$504

$174.93

$196.98

$689.43

$246.96

9 Seating

Seating

Nimble®

Seating

Take-5™
Take-5 is a multi-purpose seating solution that stacks up to six high. Optional upholstered seat cushion.
Available in a range of upholsteries and finishes. Offering includes sled-based chairs and stools.

List Price:
Contract Price:

S927WWS
Stacking Chair

S927WCS
Stacking Chair w/
Seat Pad

S927SWS
Stool

S927SCS
Stool w/
Seat Pad

$842

$976

$899

$1,032

$412.58

$478.24

$440.51

$505.68

10 Seating

Featuring ergonomic TriFit™ technology and a
reclining back, Inspire moves with you to reduce
pressure points and minimize fatigue.
Choose from arms or armless, optional back and
seat cushions, and casters or glides. Offering
includes five-star base task chair and stool, fourlegged and sled-based stacking chairs, fourlegged stool, and tablet arm stacking chairs.

List Price:
Contract Price:

INST-NGONO
Stacking Chair w/
Glides

INSLT-NAFRSNO
Tablet Arm
Stacking Chair

INTK-NONO
Five-Star
Task Chair

INFS-NGONO
Four-legged
Stool

$506

$693

$678

$838

$197.34

$270.27

$264.42

$326.82

Seek®
Quickly transform and re-purpose a space
with the flexible, lightweight Seek chair. It
conveniently folds, nests, and stacks, freeing
up valuable space.
Choose from mesh or polymer back, arms or
armless, optional seat cushion, and casters or
glides.

List Price:
Contract Price:

K-MUGOSNO
Mesh Back Chair w/
Glides

K-MUCOSNO
Mesh Back Chair w/
Casters

K-PPGOSNO
Polymer Chair w/
Glides

K-PPCOSNO
Polymer Chair w/
Casters

$777

$777

$582

$582

$303.03

$303.03

$226.98

$226.98

11 Seating

Seating

Inspire®

Seating

Parallel®
Sophisticated design with refined aesthetics and functional details like an optional arm sleeve.
Available in a broad range of upholsteries and finishes. Offering includes club and club plus chairs, sofa,
and tables.

CLCNO
Club Chair

List Price:
Contract Price:
12 Seating

$2,799
$1,371.51

Retreat is a space-defining lounge collection
that supports real work in often underutilized
spaces. It defines areas for small groups,
provides privacy for individuals, and offers
visual consistency in space planning.

Ottoman

Lo-Back

Hi-Back

Wing-Back

List Price:

$

$

$

$

Contract Price:

$

$

$

$

Linger™
Linger features a swivel base, self-center
mechanism, and a back designed for leaning and
perching on.
Available in a range of upholsteries and finishes,
with the option to specify different fabrics for the
seat and sides.

S924BT
Linger Chair

List Price:
Contract Price:
13 Seating

$2,069
$1,013.81

Seating

Retreat™

Seating

Rise™
Rise provides a unique and comfortable gathering area inspired by stadium seating.
Choose from two- or three-tier units, straight or corner, optional metal tray, and power option. Available
in a range of upholsteries, with the option to specify different fabrics for the fronts and sides.

List Price:
Contract Price:

S922S2T
2-Tier
Unit

S922S3T
3-Tier
Unit

S922S2TIC
Inside Corner
Unit

S922S2TOC
Outside Corner
Unit

$2,316

$2,553

$3,085

$3,085

$1,134.84

$1,250.97

$1,511.65

$1,511.65

14 Seating

Seating

Scooch™
Lightweight and easy to move, Scooch fits in anywhere. Pairs well with Hedge™ for a seat with a backrest.
Available in a range of upholsteries, with the option to specify different fabrics for the seat and sides.

S923
Scooch

List Price:
Contract Price:
15 Seating

$711
$348.39

16

Private Office
Approach™
Stride®

Private Office

Approach™
Approach provides a portfolio of modular options that inspires you to rethink how the private office can
be designed to address today’s needs, change over time, and even serve more than one purpose.
Sit-to-stand worksurfaces enable users to vary their posture throughout the day, with the heightadjustable legs concealed within a shroud or pedestal storage.
Approach offers a to-the-floor base or a lighter-scale footed design. Choose from a variety of solid and
woodgrain laminate colors, numerous fabrics for tackboards and pedestal seat cushions, and multiple
storage pull styles. Approach offers a mix of materials to support your design vision.

List Price: $11,544
Contract Price: $3,520.92
18 Private Office

Private Office

Stride®
Stride is a comprehensive collection of surfaces, storage, and traditional and light-scale space division
that creates productive and inspiring workspaces that support different tasks and worker generations.
A flexible kit-of-parts works together throughout the entire office to respond to changing needs, from
traditional panel-based workstations to high-performance private offices with complementary storage
and desking options.
Stride offers great design for a variety of workers, and for changing business needs. In addition to
desking, Stride also offers panels, benching, and storage.

List Price: $14,856
Contract Price: $4,531.08
19 Private Office

20

Workstations
Terrace®
Stride®

Workstations

Terrace®
From open, light-scale collaborative worksettings with lower panels to more private spaces with higher
panels, Terrace delivers. Power and data are located at worksurface height, so it’s easy to plug in and
connect.
Choose from a range of storage, worksurface sizes and shapes, panel heights and widths, tiles, and
various design options, including footed panels. Integrates with Involve® storage and soft seating,
Aware® tables, and more to create a cohesive floorplan. Available in a variety of paint colors and panel
materials, including frameless glass.

List Price: $11,544
Contract Price: $3,520.92
22 Workstations

Workstations

Stride®
Stride is a comprehensive collection of surfaces, storage, and traditional and light-scale space division
that creates productive and inspiring workspaces that support different tasks and worker generations.
A flexible kit-of-parts works together throughout the entire office to respond to changing needs, from
traditional panel-based workstations to high-performance private offices with complementary storage
and desking options.
Stride offers great design for a variety of workers, and for changing business needs. In addition to
desking, Stride also offers panels, benching, and storage.

List Price: $14,856
Contract Price: $4,531.08
23 Workstations
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Tables &
Conferencing
Merge®

Transfer™

All-Around™

Belong®

Aware®

Vicinity™

Community

Parallel™

Harvest™

Tables & Conferencing

Merge®
A broad family of tables with a wide array of
features and uses.
Choose from a variety of shapes, sizes, heights,
legs, bases, edges, optional ganging brackets,
power options, and casters or glides. Available in
a range of finishes.
Offering includes multi-purpose, conference, and
café tables.

Top:
Base

List Price:
Contract Price:

ALM3048RE
ABPFG x2
30" x 48" MultiPurpose Table

ALM36RND
ABD26FU
36" Café
Table

$388.08

$456.12

$1,078

$1,267

ALM4884RE
ALM4272PR
ABT34FG + ABAR58*
48" x 84" Conference 42" x 72" Power Bay™
Conference Table
Table

$1,962

$2,982

$706.32

$1,073.52

* Stretcher Bar

All-Around™
The surprisingly simple design of the All-Around
table collection quickly connects people and
technology for effective and efficient idea-sharing.
Available in three distinct heights, providing
versatility for a variety of different locations. Easily
pairs with View™ media unit.
Choose from a range of shapes, sizes, heights,
and finishes.

Top:
Base:

List Price:
Contract Price:

S914LFR48N
S914N29M
48" Round
Table

S914LFQ48N
S914N29M
48" Soft Square
Table

S914LFB3060N
S914N29D20
30" x 60" Boat
Table

$684.53

$706.58

$864.85

$1,397

$1,442

26 Tables & Conferencing

$1,765

S914LFM6054PS
S914G29L + S914CWL*
54" x 60" Powered
View™ Table

$2,333

$1,143.17

* Counterweight

Light-scale and durable tables with a wide offering of
design options. Choose from a range of legs, edges,
sizes, finishes, optional modesty panel, ganging
brackets, power options, and casters or glides.
Available in fixed, folding, and flip-top.
Offering includes tables, recycle and storage
credenzas, mobile and wall-mounted marker boards,
lectern, and mobile tack boards.

Top:
Base:

List Price:
Contract Price:

AW3LF2472V
AW2VMPC
24" x 72" Fixed
V-Leg Table

AW3LF2472T
AW2TS24N72C
24" x 72" Mobile
Nesting T-Leg Table

$358.38

$438.59

$1,175

AW4WC5720

AW4LECT

Recycle
Credenza

Mobile
Lectern

$1,438

$5,171

$2,997

$1,577.16

$914.09

Gather™ Community
Stylish, seated-height tables offering a clean, refined
look along with a variety of material offerings to fit any
company culture. Power options available.
Choose from a range of shapes, sizes, and finishes.

Top:
Base:

List Price:
Contract Price:

S941LF60RNDT
S941PL4

S941LF60SQRT
S941PL4

$1,821

$1,796

60" Round
Table

$892.29

S941LF4896T
S941PL4

60" Square
Table

48" x 96" Rectangle
Table

$880.04

$992.25
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$2,025

Tables & Conferencing

Aware®

Tables & Conferencing

Harvest™
Inspired by gathering spaces where people talk
and share, like the dining room table or coffee
area in the workplace, Harvest is a table offered in
a variety of sizes with power and data capability.
Choose from classic, rustic, and metal options in
standing or seated heights. Available in a range
of finishes.

Top:
Base:

List Price:
Contract Price:

S913LTS4272
S913LPB4229
42" x 72" Seated
Height Classic Table

$2,167.27

$4,423

S913LTX4272
S913LPB4242

S943LTST4272NP

S942LTST4272

42" x 72" Standing
Height Classic Table

$4,657

42" x 72" Standing
Height Metal Table

$3,967

42" x 72" Standing
Height Rustic Table

$2,281.93

$1,943.83

$2,215.78

$4,522

Belong®
Spun-aluminum occasional tables offer support
for small-group meeting areas and collaborative
spaces. The hourglass sculpted shape provides
ample legroom for users to get close and use as
a work table.
Choose from side or coffee table. Available in a
range of finishes with multiple top options.

Top:
Base:

List Price:
Contract Price:
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S912T16G
S912B2116

S912T32L
S912B1632

$1,076

$1,124

$527.24

$550.76

Side
Table

Coffee
Table

Transfer tables are lightweight and easy to move.
The unique, slender base design allows you to pull
the table close while leaving room to tuck your feet
comfortably underneath.
Choose from oval or trapezoid shapes in a range of
finishes.

S911TSRL

S911TSTL

Oval
Table

Trapezoid
Table

$398.37

$413.07

List Price:
Contract Price:

$813

$843

Vicinity™
Multi-functional tables with a clean, refined
aesthetic. Premium details, such the plyband
edge, help create a signature look everyone will
notice.
Choose from a variety of shapes, sizes, and
heights. Available in a range of finishes.
Offering includes tables, stacking chairs, and two
stool heights.

Top:
Base:

List Price:
Contract Price:

S933LF36RND
S933DB29S
36" Seated Height
Round Table

S933LF36SQR
S933DB29S
36" Seated Height
Square Table

S933LF36RND
S933DB36S
36" Café Height
Round Table

$476.77

$455.70

$502.25

$973

$930
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$1,025

Tables & Conferencing

Transfer™

Tables & Conferencing

Parallel™
Parallel side and coffee tables adapt to a variety of spaces. From reception areas to collaborative
spaces, Parallel accommodates different functions while maintaining a consistent aesthetic.
Choose from side or coffee table. Offering includes club and club plus chairs and sofa.

List Price:
Contract Price:
30 Tables & Conferencing

CLSTL

CLCTL

22" x 22" Side
Table

52" x 22" Coffee
Table

$527.24

$689.43

$1,076

$1,470

Tables & Conferencing

Notes

31 Notes
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©2018 Allsteel Inc.
All registered trademarks and trademarks are the
property of Allsteel Inc. Indoor Advantage is a trademark
of SCS Global Services. level is a registered trademark of
BIFMA International.

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract
furniture industry as a member of the U.S. Green
Building Council. The majority of Allsteel products
are SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2 certified.

